1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Congenital heart disease (CHD) constitutes the most common congenital defect in children ([@bb0082]). As greater numbers of children have survived to adulthood in recent years, neurodevelopmental disabilities have emerged as the most common -- and potentially most disabling -- long-term complication of CHD and its treatment ([@bb0024]; [@bb0058]; [@bb0076]). Neurocognitive deficits in survivors of CHD involve multiple domains including executive function, attention, visual-spatial skills, and memory ([@bb0012]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0068]; [@bb0086]). Neuroimaging studies have documented a variety of brain abnormalities starting in utero and extending well into the post-operative period ([@bb0024]; [@bb0051]; [@bb0055]; [@bb007]; [@bb0014]; [@bb0052]; [@bb0019]). These findings support the hypothesis that neurocognitive deficits in children with CHD are related to both abnormal brain development and brain injury, stemming from a complex interaction between patient-specific factors and peri-operative/medical factors, recently captured in the term "encephalopathy of CHD" ([@bb0085]).

Yet the relationship between brain structural abnormality and neuropsychological outcome remains poorly defined in individuals with subtypes of CHD such as dextro-transposition of the great arteries (d-TGA). While minor structural abnormalities such as T2 hyperintensities or Chiari 1 malformations visible on anatomical MRI are more prevalent in adolescents with d-TGA ([@bb0012]), these abnormalities were not associated with neurocognitive deficits. On the other hand, white matter microstructural characteristics of this cohort found using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have also been recently described ([@bb0065]; [@bb0064]). Reduced fractional anisotropy (FA), a marker of white matter fiber organization, was found in multiple white matter regions, and FA values in these regions correlated with numerous measures of neurocognitive function including mathematical, mnemonic and executive performance, visual spatial processing and position on an autism screening scale.

Recently, the application of graph analysis techniques to human neuroimaging data has opened the door to a systems-level approach in neurology, modeling connectivity of vital neural systems within the overall framework of the human brain --- the "connectome" ([@bb0027]; [@bb0074]; [@bb005]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0087]; [@bb0053]; [@bb0062]; [@bb0045]; [@bb0028]). This approach has broken new ground in understanding the neural substrates of complex neuropsychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders, including schizophrenia, autism, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) ([@bb0016]; [@bb0038]; [@bb0074]; [@bb0041]; [@bb0054]; [@bb0089]; [@bb0091]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0034; @bb0035]). Graph analysis characterizes network topology in regard to three overarching properties: integration, segregation, and small-worldness (the balance between integration and segregation) ([@bb0026]). Supporting higher-order cognition, segregation allows for specialized processing to occur within densely interconnected subnetworks, while integration allows for the rapid combination of specialized information mapped across these distributed neural networks. Accordingly, reduced structural network integration has been shown to correlate with reduced cognitive abilities in normative aging and neurological disease populations ([@bb0090]; [@bb0084]), while alterations in structural network segregation have been attributed to cognitive dysfunction in Alzheimer\'s disease and schizophrenia ([@bb0091]; [@bb0021]), and alterations in small-worldness have been described in multiple neurological disorders in relation to cognitive outcomes ([@bb0041]; [@bb0054]; [@bb0067]; [@bb0059]; [@bb006]). Thus, graph analysis techniques afford the opportunity to elucidate the path from clinical risk factors to aberrant brain development to poor neurocognitive outcome.

The regionally-specific FA differences cited above in d-TGA patients ([@bb0065]; [@bb0064]) lead us to hypothesize that differences in structural network topology (the "connectome") may be related to the neurocognitive deficits seen in patients with d-TGA, since differences in global network organization can reflect altered FA values. We applied graph analysis to DTI data acquired from adolescents with d-TGA corrected surgically in early infancy and prospectively enrolled in the Boston Circulatory Arrest Study (BCAS). To determine the impact of complex congenital heart disease on large-scale brain networks, we compared network topological properties related to integration (efficiency), segregation (modularity, transitivity), and network optimization (small-worldness) among adolescents with d-TGA relative to healthy referent adolescents. Unlike regional FA values, these metrics incorporate a systems-level approach and inform about the topological characteristics of the brain as a network (or "connectome"). Next, we included these graph metrics in statistical mediation models including neurocognitive outcomes (as measured on a wide range of neuropsychological tests) as the independent variable and explored whether network topology mediates group differences in outcome. Finally, within the d-TGA cohort alone, we investigated whether network topology mediated differences in neurocognitive outcomes where patient or peri-operative variables were the independent variables. Mediation models (as opposed to simple correlative or multiple regression analyses) are necessary to investigate whether brain differences in fact underlie neurocognitive differences (e.g., [@bb0039].

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Patients {#sec2.1}
-------------

We studied adolescents enrolled between April 1988 and February 1992 in the Boston Circulatory Arrest Study, a randomized trial comparing the neurological and developmental outcomes of children with d-TGA undergoing the arterial switch operation in early infancy with vital organ support using deep hypothermia with predominately total circulatory arrest (DHCA) or continuous low-flow cardiopulmonary bypass (LFBP). We have previously published trial methods and neurodevelopmental findings in the peri-operative period and at ages 1, 4, 8, and 16 years ([@bb008; @bb0011; @bb0010; @bb009]). A referent group of healthy adolescents met the criteria adapted from those used in the National Institutes of Health MRI Study of Normal Brain Development ([@bb0025]). Our exclusion criteria included: children with known risk factors for brain disorders (e.g., intra-uterine exposure to toxicants, history of closed head injury with loss of consciousness, language disorder or Axis 1 psychiatric disorder, first degree relative with a lifetime history of an Axis 1 psychiatric disorder, or abnormality on neurological examination); subjects for whom MRI was contraindicated (e.g., pacemaker, metal implants); subjects with Trisomy 21; adolescents with other forms of CHD requiring surgical correction; and subjects whose primary language was not English. This study was approved by the Boston Children\'s Hospital Institutional Review Board and adhered to both institutional guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. Parents provided written informed consent, and adolescents provided assent.

2.2. Procedures {#sec2.2}
---------------

### 2.2.1. Image acquisition and analysis {#sec2.2.1}

All participants were scanned on a GE Twin 1.5 T system (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) at Boston Children\'s Hospital using a quadrature head coil. Acquisition parameters were matrix = 64 × 64, TR/TE = 13,000 ms/108 ms, slice thickness = 4 mm, \# of diffusion-weighted directions = 6, *b* = 750 s/mm^2^, and FOV = 240 mm. Axial slices were acquired. Repeated acquisitions were obtained for each subject. Due to unacceptable artifact, some subjects contributed fewer acquisitions than others; an analysis of variance showed that there was no significant effect of series number (data not shown).

### 2.2.2. Pre-processing {#sec2.2.2}

DTI data were pre-processed by first concatenating all runs into a single file and then corrected for motion, eddy current, and slice dropout artifacts using standard routines in FSL (FMRIB, Oxford UK). DTI metrics, including fractional anisotropy (FA), signal intensity without diffusion weighting (S0), and direction of the principal eigenvector were computed for each voxel and then deterministic tractography was performed using in-house software written in IDL ([[http://www.ittvis.com]{.ul}](http://www.ittvis.com){#interref1}, Boulder, CO). Streamlines were computed from each white matter voxel (determined as all voxels with FA \> 0.25) in both directions. Stopping thresholds for the tractography were: turning angle \> 45 degrees or FA \< 0.25. For graph analysis, the DTI data were segmented into 76 anatomical regions by applying the automated anatomic labeling (AAL) template ([@bb0079]) from SPM8 (Wellcome Dept. of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) (see next section for more details). Each of these regions served as a node in the subsequent topological analyses.

### 2.2.3. Image segmentation and registration details {#sec2.2.3}

Our segmentation and registration procedure obtains the greater between-participant accuracy obtainable via a study-specific template, while also ensuring the template corresponds to MNI space:1The T1-weighted images were segmented into GM, WM, and CSF (in native space).2The WM probability maps were then co-registered to the FA images.3The S0 images were normalized to the EPI template supplied by SPM8 (in MNI space).4Using the transformation from step 3, the FA images were transformed into MNI space.5A study-specific FA template was then computed by averaging the transformed FA images.6The FA images were then normalized to the study-specific FA template.7A second study-specific FA template was then computed by averaging the transformed FA images.8To ensure optimal correspondence with MNI space, the WM probability maps were also transformed into MNI space using the transformation found in step 7 and averaged across participants. The averaged WM probability map was normalized to the white matter template provided by SPM8, and the same transformation was applied to the second study-specific FA template.9The FA images were normalized to the second study-specific template.10The AAL parcellation atlas ([@bb0079]) was normalized into native space by applying the reverse of the transformation found in step 9.

The anatomical scans were without gross anatomical abnormalities which could conceivably impact the spatial transformations ([@bb0064]) and all transformations were verified via visual inspection.

### 2.2.4. Graph analysis {#sec2.2.4}

Graph metrics (global efficiency, modularity, transitivity and small-worldness) were computed via the C++ modules available from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT; Indiana University). A brief description for each metric is given below (For further details, see the BCT documentation at [[https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/]{.ul}](https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/){#interref2} ([@bb0066])).

*Global efficiency* is a measure of network integration ([@bb001]; [@bb0017]). The *path length* between two nodes is defined as the shortest distance between them. Global efficiency is defined as the mean of the reciprocal path length over all pairs of nodes (e.g., if every node was directly connected to every other node, the path lengths would all be one, and global efficiency ((mean(1/path length)) would be 1)). In a highly integrated network, the typical number of steps it takes to get from one node to another is low.

*Modularity* is a measure of network segregation ([@bb0053]; [@bb0080]). Modularity is defined as the fraction of the edges that fall within given modules minus the expected such fraction if the edges were distributed at random. In a more modular -- or segregated -- network, nodes within a given module are more highly interconnected, and less connected to nodes outside the module. Modularity was calculated using the Louvain algorithm ([@bb0015]).

*Transitivity*, another measure of segregation at the local or nodal level, is calculated as the proportion of triangles (i.e., where A−B, A−C and B−C are all directly connected) relative to incomplete triangles (i.e., where A−B and A−C are directly connected, but B−C are not) and quantifies the frequency of localized clusters within the overall network.

*Small-worldness* represents the balance of integration and segregation ([@bb005]; [@bb0077]). Small-worldness is calculated as the ratio of transitivity to characteristic path length, divided by the ratio of transitivity to characteristic path length for a random graph with the same degree distribution; and quantifies the extent to which the network balances overall efficiency and localized clustering ([@bb0042]). In a small-world network, there is only a slight increase in characteristic path length as compared to a random network (and hence only slightly less integration), but a large increase in transitivity (and hence much greater segregation).

### 2.2.5. Graph visualization details (spring-load and circle diagrams) {#sec2.2.5}

For visualization purposes, the spring-loading technique ([@bb0030]) was used: graphs were modeled with each node as a positively-charged particle (repelling each other) but connected via springs, with spring constants equal to the connection strength. This procedure results in more strongly-connected nodes appearing closer together in the graph. The visualizations were color-coded according to the specific modules to which each node belonged, with intra-modular connections drawn as a specific color (red, orange, cyan, or green) and inter-modular connections drawn as black. Circle connectivity plots were generated using Circos ([@bb0048]). Anatomical regions were segmented and grouped using existing AAL template labels, with groups arranged by hemisphere and physical anatomical location.

2.3. Cognitive outcome measures {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------

Neuropsychological test scores of adolescents with d-TGA and healthy referent adolescents were reported previously in detail ([@bb009]). To assess overall cognitive functioning, we chose the Intelligence Quotient (IQ), measured in the d-TGA subjects at age 8 years using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition with the expectation that Wechsler IQ scores measured at 8 and 16 years would demonstrate relative stability across this age range ([@bb0056]). While IQ was not obtained at 16 years of age, detailed cognitive testing was conducted on adolescents concurrently with acquisition of MRI scan including academic achievement, memory, executive function, and visual-spatial function (refer to SI for details) ([@bb009]).

To assess academic achievement, we used the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-Second Edition (WIAT) mathematics and reading composite scores, in addition to subtest scores ([Tables S1--3](#ec0010 ec0015 ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bb0088]). For learning and memory, we used the General Memory Index of the Children\'s Memory Scale (CMS) ([@bb0020]), in addition to subtest scores ([Tables S1--3](#ec0010 ec0015 ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as well as the Delayed Rey--Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (ROCF) ([Tables S1--3](#ec0010 ec0015 ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An executive function summary score was derived from the Delis--Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS) by averaging standard scores on the letter fluency and category fluency trials of verbal fluency, primary combined measure on design fluency, combined conditions score on sorting, total consecutively correct score on word context, and total achievement score on tower ([@bb0022]). In addition, individual subset scores of the D-KEFS were also used ([Supplemental Tables 1--3](#ec0010 ec0015 ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Visual-spatial function was measured using the Test of Visual-Perceptual Skills (TVPS) and the ROCF ([@bb0031]).

2.4. Demographic and medical variables {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------

We collected demographic and medical variables including gestational age, age at MRI, sex, social class at 16 years of age (defined as Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status score), total cooling duration, presence of clinical or electroencephalographic seizures, length of hospital stay, duration of stay in ICU, duration of intubation, any open-heart surgery after the ASO, and high catheterization exposure (defined as ≥3 diagnostic catheterizations or ≥2 interventional catheterizations), as previously described. ([@bb009])

2.5. Statistical approach {#sec2.5}
-------------------------

Comparisons between d-TGA patients and referents were performed using a General Linear Model with d-TGA status as the variable of interest and age, sex, and square root of the number of DTI acquisitions as nuisance covariates.

### 2.5.1. Analysis of indirect effects {#sec2.5.1}

To more precisely determine the effect of d-TGA on network topology, (and, ultimately, on neurocognitive outcome), we performed a mediation analysis ([@bb0039]) (see Supplemental methods for more detail) and investigated indirect effects of d-TGA status on neurocognitive outcome, mediated by graph theory metrics. In these analyses, d-TGA status was the independent variable, neurocognitive outcome was the dependent variable, and the graph metrics were the mediating variables (the same covariates as above were included). Bootstrapping (25,000 iterations, resampling with replacement) was used to test for statistical significance, as the parameter of interest (the product of two regression parameters) has a well-known non-normal distribution. Bias-corrected and accelerated confidence intervals, ([@bb0023]) shown to provide accurate control with optimal power for mediation analyses ([@bb0040]) were computed. Because many mediating variables were tested, the false discovery rate (FDR) method ([@bb0013]) was used to control for false positives at *q* \< 0.05. Additionally, to assess the possible effects of peri-operative variables, further analyses were conducted on the cohort of d-TGA patients, with peri-operative variables the independent variable, neurocognitive outcome the dependent variable, and graph metrics the mediating variables. These analyses were performed on a global basis (refer to SI for statistical analysis details).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Clinical trial participants {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------

The scans of 33 adolescents with d-TGA and 11 referent subjects were excluded from analysis due to unacceptable signal artifact. Following exclusion of these 44 adolescents, data from 49 adolescents with d-TGA and 29 referent subjects were included in the final analysis; clinical and neurocognitive characteristics of this sub-cohort are described in [@bb0064]. Demographic characteristics (gestational age, sex, and age at MRI) in the excluded subjects did not differ from those of subjects included in the final analysis. Adolescents with d-TGA, compared to referent subjects, were older at MRI, more likely to be male, and lower in social class, but had similar gestational age.

3.2. Network topological difference between d-TGA and referent subjects {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Comparisons between the d-TGA adolescents and referent subjects demonstrated that structural white matter network topology in the d-TGA adolescents was altered globally. Specifically, in the d-TGA cohort, global efficiency was reduced (albeit at only a trend level), modularity was increased, and small-worldness was increased compared to the referent group ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). To better understand the basis of these topological differences, we visualized the network topology of the d-TGA adolescents and the referents with regard to community structure ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) and then to small-world architecture ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Utilizing the spring-loaded technique, which maps the nodes of a network in accordance with their connection strength rather than anatomical proximity, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} demonstrated that, in the d-TGA cohort, the global network topology was more tightly clustered into separate modules or subnetworks, with fewer connections between subnetworks. Similarly, in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, visualization of the small-world architecture using a circle diagram demonstrated a tendency toward more short-range connections (i.e., smaller "arcs", suggesting localized processing) as well as differences in the spatial localization of long-range connections (i.e., with long-range connections appearing more clustered in the d-TGA cohort rather than uniformly distributed as in the referent cohort).

3.3. Cognitive mediation analysis: d-TGA compared to referent subjects {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Our primary aim was to determine whether the differences in network topology mediated differences in cognitive functioning among the d-TGA adolescents relative to referent subjects. As summarized in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, poorer neurocognitive functioning in the d-TGA group was mediated by differences in network topology (i.e., decreased global efficiency, increased modularity, and increased small-worldness) across multiple domains (i.e., overall cognitive functioning, academic achievement, learning and memory, executive functions, and visual-spatial functions, although a significant result at FDR-corrected *q* \< 0.05 was not obtained for every single subtest), indicating that the differences in cognitive functioning arose, at least in part, from differences in the white matter topological organization among the d-TGA adolescents relative to referent subjects.

3.4. Cognitive mediation analysis---medical and demographic variables {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Within the d-TGA cohort, we explored whether the effects of medical, surgical, and demographic variables were mediated by differences in network topology. These analyses demonstrated that duration of intraoperative cooling during the ASO exerted a strong neuroprotective effect, enhancing neurocognitive functioning across all domains assessed, mediated by network topology ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) ([Table S2](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, longer hospital stay exerted deleterious effects, mediated by network topology ([Table S3](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of note, we found no effect on network topology or long-term neurocognitive outcome of vital organ support technique (DHCA versus LFBP), duration of total circulatory arrest time, or the presence or absence of a ventricular septal defect.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Patients with complex CHD are at increased risk for abnormalities of brain growth, cerebral metabolism, and tissue microstructure, as well as white matter injury ([@bb0024]; [@bb0057]). Moreover, regional brain abnormalities have been shown to correlate with neurocognitive outcomes ([@bb0065]; [@bb0086]). However, the mechanisms linking patient and perioperative risk factors, abnormal brain development, evidence of structural abnormality on MRI, and poor neurocognitive outcome remain poorly understood. Here, we demonstrate for the first time that worse neurocognitive function in adolescents with d-TGA is mediated by global differences in white matter structural network topology, suggesting that disruption of this organization of large-scale networks within the human brain gives rise to neurocognitive dysfunction in children with complex CHD. Finally, we demonstrate that structural network topology mediates the neuroprotective effect of longer duration of core cooling during reparative neonatal cardiac surgery, as well as the detrimental effect of prolonged hospitalization on neurodevelopmental outcomes.

Our network topological analyses demonstrated that segregation (modularity/transitivity) and optimized balance of segregation and integration (small-worldness) differed significantly in the d-TGA group from those of referent adolescents, while integration (efficiency) differed at a trend level. In addition, these differences were related to cognitive differences observed between the two groups. Both small-worldness and modularity are dependent on long-range connections that allow for synchronous processing of information. Disruption of these connections is likely to impair cognitive functioning. Similarly, connections among modules are critical to maintenance of community organization. Taken together, these findings suggest that cognitive dysfunction in d-TGA is likely related at least in part to global alteration in distributed neural networks, an inference that is concordant with the constellation of diffuse white and gray matter abnormalities detected by neuropathological and neuroimaging techniques in fetuses and neonates with complex CHD ([@bb0085]; [@bb0047]).

The structural network topological differences found in this study are also likely related to the white matter microstructure or fractional anisotropy (FA) that is often regarded as an indicator of white matter fiber tract organization. We previously reported, using voxel based morphometric techniques, that d-TGA adolescents had diffusely reduced FA in deep frontal, parietal, and temporal white matter regions, a subset of which correlated with poor cognition ([@bb0065]; [@bb0064]). These regions are traversed by multiple long-range fiber tracts involved in several domains of cognition. The findings in the current study build upon these earlier findings by demonstrating a more global view of cognitive function adversely affected by widespread disruption of white matter connections within and across distributed networks in the brain of d-TGA adolescents.

Our findings that adolescents with d-TGA not only displayed lower network integration and higher segregation, but also that these topological differences mediated neurocognitive outcomes, raise the possibility that network topology may be a potent biomarker for neurocognitive outcomes in children with complex CHD. Further research, particularly of a multi-institutional nature, is needed to determine whether biomarkers derived from brain network topological analysis improve the ability of known patient and medical risk factors to predict later neurodevelopmental disabilities.

Additionally, within the d-TGA group, we found that duration of intraoperative core cooling of infants with dTGA was directly related to long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes and was mediated by global structural network topology. Used during cardiothoracic surgery for more than 50 years, therapeutic hypothermia (TH) has garnered considerable attention in the last decade as a mechanism for neuroprotection, with documented efficacy in animal models ([@bb0083]; [@bb0078]; [@bb0043]) and large-scale human neonatal clinical trials after hypoxic--ischemic encephalopathy ([@bb0043]).

What might be the clinical value of the topological differences that we have documented in this study? Similar to other neurological disorders, network topological measurements have the capability to inform us about the neurological underpinnings of poor cognitive dysfunction in long term survivors with complex congenital heart disease. There have been a number of neuropsychiatric and neurocognitive disorders that have been designated as "disconnection syndromes" because of the disruption of white matter tracts that allow for communication between specialized sensorimotor and association cortices ([@bb0032]; [@bb0018]; [@bb0033]; [@bb0070]). Indeed, our study of network topology in children with complex congenital heart disease does suggest the possibility that a type of "disconnection" syndrome may exist in the patients we have studied --- placing them at risk for neurobehavioral and neuropsychiatric impairment. As we start to understand more about the etiologies (including genetics) that may underlie the pathogenesis of cognitive dysfunction in children with complex congenital heart disease, a similar use of network topology measurement may have clinical value with regard to early detection of neurological dysfunction in patients with complex congenital heart disease. As an example, network topology measurements have been used to demonstrate brain network dysfunction before the development of molecular abnormalities in the setting of neurodegeneration (i.e., APOE 4 genetic risk for Alzheimer\'s disease) ([@bb0070]).

Network topological measurements also have the capacity to inform us about what independent risk factors (modifiable or non-modifiable) may incite neurocognitive or neurobehavioral abnormalities in children with complex congenital heart disease. This potential clinical value of network topology is paramount because of the multiplicity of clinical variables not only in the pre-, peri-, and postoperative periods, but also during the vulnerable and extended period of postnatal development in children with complex CHD. This underscores the need to include network topology measurements in pediatric cardiology clinical trials that incorporate neurodevelopment as an outcome measure. As such, the need for these "connectome" neuroimaging biomarkers as potential treatment response biomarkers is also heralded by advances in cardiac neuroprotection that are on the horizon ([@bb003]; [@bb002]; [@bb0075]). Lastly, brain network measurements, especially applied longitudinally in this at-risk population, have the clinical potential to help us understand how the nervous system -- in the setting of complex congenital heart disease -- has the capacity to repair and reorganize in response to multiple stressors during the prenatal and postnatal periods. In this context, it has recently been proposed that alterations in relation to "hub architecture" or "rich club" organization are directly related to brain network reorganization ([@bb0075]), which also may be applicable to children with complex CHD and underlie some of the global changes that we have detected in our cohort. The view of organizational difference found in adolescents treated for d-TGA early in life, as compared to healthy children, also raises attractive therapeutic possibilities. More recently developed tools such as transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have demonstrated the ability to enhance both cortical network activity and functional performance, and may prove therapeutically beneficial in clinical groups with altered cerebral organization particularly if found early in life ([@bb0061]; [@bb0046]; [@bb0036]; [@bb0029]; [@bb0073]).

Our study has certain limitations. We used a DTI sequence with six diffusion-encoding gradient directions, the minimum necessary to compute the diffusion tensor. Six direction encoded DTI studies, with different degrees of signal average, have been used to study brain development in the adolescent period ([@bb0073]; [@bb0069]; [@bb004]; [@bb0072]) and certain disease processes like neurotrauma ([@bb0072]). In addition, six direction DTI has recently been used in other pathologies (e.g., multiple sclerosis) to show differences in graph metrics, which have also been correlated with lesion load and neurobehavioral outcomes ([@bb0071]). However, six direction DTI may be considered suboptimal, as greater SNR is present when more directions are used ([@bb0044]; [@bb0049]); this effect is particularly relevant for reconstruction of certain longitudinal fiber pathways (cortical association fibers) ([@bb0049]; [@bb0081]). The fact that significant results were obtained even with our sub-optimal acquisition method points to the large effect sizes present in our results. We hope in future work to use more advanced diffusion sequences (such as Q-ball, HARDI, etc.) to study this group and disease process in even more detail and to find additional effects which were missed in this study. Future work using diffusion spectrum imaging or Q ball imaging involving a larger number of directions will also likely enhance the ability to visualize cortical association fibers, and improve the neuroanatomic specificity of our generalized global findings which have been derived using a smaller number of encoded directions ([@bb0037]). Additionally, the FSIQ score measured at age 8 may vary from the true FSIQ at age 16 by up to 1 standard deviation ([@bb0063]), so the true effect on FSIQ may be greater than what we have found in this study. Brain network topology may also be calculated using resting state functional MRI, which may result in a more comprehensive understanding of how disruptions in brain networks are associated with functional cognitive deficits in patients with complex congenital heart disease.

In conclusion, we found that adolescents with d-TGA who underwent open heart surgery in early infancy, compared with a healthy referent group, demonstrated alterations in integration and segregation of global brain topology that mediate differences across multiple neurocognitive domains. We also show that the beneficial and adverse neurodevelopmental effects, respectively, of longer core cooling during bypass for the neonatal ASO and prolonged hospitalization were mediated by network topology. Future research using graph theory analyses in patients with other CHD lesions and management strategies may provide new insights regarding the interplay of peri-operative risk factors, aberrant brain development, and outcomes.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplemental Material: Additional Statistical Methods and Anatomic Labels for Figure 2 (Supplemental Figure S1).Supplemental Table 1Mediation: Cognitive difference between d-TGA and referent.Supplemental Table 2Mediation: total cooling time at ASO in d-TGA group.Supplemental Table 3Mediation: length of hospital stay (days) in d-TGA group.
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![Methodology for structural network topology analysis. A flow diagram for the construction of WM structural networks from DTI including registration, segmentation, generation of WM fiber tracts using deterministic tractography, generation of adjacency matrix and nodes, and visualization of connectivity with spring-board and circle diagrams (see Methods section and Supplemental information for more details).](gr1){#f0005}

![Community structure (modularity). Graph analyses indicated that global network topology was optimally described as comprising four modules (top), or subnetworks, including: an anteromedial interhemispheric subnetwork (red), posterior interhemispheric subnetwork (yellow-orange), right intrahemispheric subnetwork (green) and left intrahemispheric subnetwork (cyan). Spring-loaded visualization (bottom) demonstrated that the global network topology was more tightly clustered into separate modules in the d-TGA cohort, with fewer connections between modules. The gray lines represent intermodular connections. The colored lines present intramodular connections. See Fig. S1 for anatomic parcellation labels.](gr2){#f0010}

![Small-world architecture. Visualization of the small-world architecture with a circle diagram representing the short-range (arcs) and long-range connection (lines) between different regions of the brain including frontal lobes (blue and purple), subcortical nuclei (red), temporal lobes (orange), parietal lobes (yellow), and occipital lobes (green). The d-TGA circle diagram (left) demonstrated a tendency toward more short-range connections (in the frontal regions compared to occipital regions), compared to the referent group (right), which demonstrate more short-range connections posteriorly. In addition, there is a difference in the spatial localization of long-range connections: long-range connections appear more clustered in the d-TGA cohort as compared to the more uniform distribution found in the referent cohort.](gr3){#f0015}

![Structural network topology mediates neurocognitive differences between d-TGA adolescents and healthy referent peers. Results from the mediation analyses demonstrate different paths by which lower efficiency (less network integration) and increased modularity (more network segregation) mediate neurocognitive differences between d-TGA adolescents and healthy referent peers. Values represent significant *p*-values for the mediation (i.e., *a* × *b*---refer to supplement for more details). Note that *p*-values in bold are significant with correction for multiple comparisons (FDR \< 0.05), whereas *p*-values in regular type are only nominally significant (*p* \< 0.05, uncorrectEd.) See Table S1 for results pertaining to the complete list of neuropsychological tests and subtests.](gr4){#f0020}

![Better neurocognitive outcomes, associated with longer cooling duration during hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass, are mediated by global network topology. Results from the mediation analyses demonstrate different paths by which longer cooling duration during the ASO mediated better neurodevelopmental outcomes. In contrast to [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, here, within the d-TGA group, longer cooling was associated with increased global efficiency (more network integration) and decreased modularity (less network segregation). These effects, in turn, resulted in better neurocognitive performance across all neurocognitive domains. Values represent significant *p*-values for the mediation (i.e., *a* × *b*---refer to supplement). Note that *p*-values in bold are significant with correction for multiple comparisons (FDR \< 0.05), whereas *p*-values in regular type are only nominally significant (*p* \< 0.05, uncorrectEd.) See Tables S2 and S3 for peri-operative mediation results pertaining to the complete list of neuropsychological tests and subtests.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Global network topology parameters between d-TGA and referent subjects.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Graph metric        TGA\           Healthy\           Percentdifference   *p*-value
                      cohort\        referent cohort\                       
                      Mean ± SEM     Mean ± SEM                             
  ------------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------- -----------
  Global efficiency   0.31 ± 0.008   0.33 ± 0.012       −7.0                −0.061

  Modularity          0.53 ± 0.004   0.52 ± 0.005       2.0                 0.012

  Transitivity        0.31 ± 0.010   0.33 ± 0.014       −4.0                −0.22

  Small-worldness     2.81 ± 0.048   2.69 ± 0.060       5.0                 0.026
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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